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Online Resources for Home Learning
Need Free Internet during the school closure?
Cox Communication
Spectrum
1 month free
60 days free
(https://www.cox.com/r (1-844-4888398)
esidential/internet/conn
ect2compete.html)

AT&T
waiving overage fees
for wireless/fixed
wireless plans

Listen Or Read a good book
Storyline Online
Raz Kids
(Free, K-8)
(Free until end of Year,
https://www.storylineon
K-5)
line.net/
https://www.learninga-z
.com/

Epic Books
(30 day trial, K-8)
https://www.getepic.co
m/

Early Reading
Reading Bear (K-3)
https://www.readingbe
ar.org/

Starfall (K-2)
https://www.starfall.co
m/h/

Moby Max (K-5)
https://www.mobymax.
com/

Learning Platforms (Adaptive Games and online Learning)
Scholastic Learn at
Home
(preK-8th Grade)
www.scholastic.com/le
arnathome

Headsprouts
BrainPop (K-8)
(prek-1st grade)
(promotional code
https://www.learninga-z BPOPFREEACCESS)
.com/
https://www.brainpop.c
om/

Online Resources for Home Learning
Science for the Win!
Bill Nye the Science
Guy (K-8)
https://billnye.com/thescience-guy

Mystery Science (K-8)
The Kids Should See
https://mysteryscience.
This! (3-8)
com/school-closure-pla https://thekidshouldsee
nning
this.com/

World Book Science
Projects (K-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/kids/home#
scienceprojects

World Book
Webquests (3-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/student/we
bquests
Math for Everyone!

Sumdog (K-5)
https://pages.sumdog.c
om/

Khan Academy
CMA Math (5-8)
(offers a daily
Pre-recorded Math
schedule, K-8))
Lessons
https://www.khanacade https://coloskys-math-a
my.org/
cademy.thinkific.com/
Without Login:
4th Grade Course
5th Grade Course
Sixth Grade Course
Seventh Grade
8th Grade Course

60 Math Websites
(K-8)
https://www.weareteac
hers.com/best-math-w
ebsites/#games

Middle School Math
(6-8)
www.maneuveringthe
middle.com/remote-ma
th-lessons/

Traveling in the Future Passage Set
Predicting the Future
Garry Golden sits in a small cafe in Brooklyn, New York. In front of him, sheets of paper with diagrams litter the table. He
rapidly sketches trains, cars, and highways as he explains his ideas. Garry Golden has one passion: transportation. The
science of how to move people from place to place fascinates him. He spends his days studying the relationships between
cars, subways, and trains. But he’s most excited about imagining the way these relationships will change in the next 20
years.
Golden is a futurist. Futurists are scientists who analyze the way the world is today and use that information to make
predictions about what the world will be like in the future. In this way, they are the opposite of historians, who try to better
understand the present through studying the past. Futurists hope that by making scientific predictions about the future, we
can make better decisions today.
Some futurists study the environment. Some study human society. Golden focuses on the study of transportation. He
earned his graduate degree in Future Studies from the University of Houston. Living in Houston for those two years
changed the way he viewed transportation in the United States.
Many public transportation advocates dislike Houston. They argue the city is too sprawling (it can take more than three
hours to drive from one side of the city to the other during rush hour) and that there aren’t enough buses and subways.
However, Houston was a source of inspiration for Golden.
“Houston is a really interesting place, and their transportation is a fascinating story—it’s worth watching. When you think
about it, what is the U.S. like? It’s more like Houston. So you need to understand how Houston approaches things to
understand the country as a whole. New York City is the exception,” said Golden in an interview with The New York Times.
Golden points out that people in New York City own fewer cars and walk much more than anywhere else in the United
States. “It’s a unique environment,” says Golden. “Very different from the rest of the country.”
However, Golden believes American cities will become more similar to New York City in several ways over the next 20
years. He sees a trend toward fewer cars in the future. He explains, “Cities have a cost of car ownership that is a challenge.
All these vehicles cost the city: in services, in having to repair roads and all of the other things.” Cars also take up a lot of
space. Houston, for example, has 30 parking spaces for every resident. That’s 64.8 million parking spaces in only one city.
Golden points out that having so many parking spaces is inefficient. Much of the time the parking spaces sit empty. At highuse times—for example, Saturday afternoon when everyone is running errands—every parking space at a shopping center
is full. But at 3 a.m. on a Monday, no one is at the shopping center. What is the solution? “I think cities are going to start to
legislate cars in very new ways,” says Golden. He explains that cities will make new laws to limit the number of cars people
can have within city limits. Instead, people will use taxis, subways, and buses. New technology, like smartphones, can make
these forms of public transportation even better.
Buses have the same problem of inefficiency as parking spaces, explains Golden. Sometimes they are full, and sometimes
they are empty. But imagine if everyone had a smartphone and used them to signal when they wanted to ride the bus.
Buses could change their route, depending on who wanted to ride.

How soon would these changes come? Golden admits that it will take several years. Cities can be slow to change. Also,
new systems of transportation can be expensive. “But it’s coming,” he says. “The trend of the empowered city will be here
soon.”
The other trend that excites Golden is electric cars. “We need to reduce the amount of fuel we consume,” says Golden.
“Everyone agrees on this. The question is how to do it.” Golden especially believes in the future of electric cars that have
sensors to understand the world around them. “If we have cars that can communicate with one another, they can adjust
speeds to eliminate traffic jams,” he says. Rush hour in Houston would suddenly be much less painful.
One challenge related to the production of electric cars is that it is hard to cheaply produce batteries that are strong enough
for these cars. This is partially because cars are so heavy. But Golden argues you could also make cars out of strong plastic
composites. The cars would then be much lighter and much cheaper to make. “This could revolutionize the highways,” he
says. When could electric smart cars become the norm? Golden argues as soon as 2030.
As a futurist, Golden shares his predictions with other scholars at conferences across the country. He also provides advice
to companies that want to know what the future will be like so that they can make better strategies. Golden remains
optimistic about the future. “There are so many exciting developments,” he says. “In thirty years we will live a very different
world.”

Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality?
It sounds like something straight out of a science fiction movie or a silly cartoon: a futuristic traveling tube that can quickly
shoot people wherever they want to go, inside a tiny pod. But this may be just around the corner for people looking for a
faster, easier, and cheaper-than-ever way to travel.
South African-American inventor and billionaire Elon Musk, who, in the past, has worked on both private space flight and
electric cars, recently announced he has been working on the design of this traveling tube, which could forever change the
way we travel the world.
In an interview, Musk described the new tube as a fifth kind of transportation.
“We have planes, trains, automobiles, and boats,” he explained. “What if there was a fifth mode? I have a name for it, [it’s]
called the Hyperloop.”
The Hyperloop would have the power to cut back on travel time between major cities like Los Angeles and San Francisco,
which is what inspired Musk to design the Hyperloop in the first place.
Musk stated in an interview that he actually came up with the idea for the Hyperloop while thinking about the train that takes
people between Los Angeles and San Francisco—it is known for being one of the slowest in the country.
“This system I have in mind...can never crash, is immune to weather, it goes three or four times faster than the bullet
train…it goes an average speed of twice what an aircraft would do,” explained Musk.

“You would go from downtown L. A. to downtown San Francisco in under 30 minutes,” he added. “It would cost you much
less than an air ticket [and less] than any other mode of transport.”
People using the Hyperloop would shoot around in pods, which are each just over six-and-a-half feet across, and the pods
would travel through tubes located either above ground or underwater, though Musk has not yet released his final design
drawings.
Additionally, Musk believes the Hyperloop could be completely powered by the sun—making it more environmentally
friendly than cars, airplanes, or train systems. Someday it could possibly move people between the East and West Coasts
of the United States in less than an hour, which is faster than any other mode of transportation that exists. Eventually, the
Hyperloop would be able to move people around the world.
The Hyperloop could even run 24/7, be cheap, and allow people to travel on their own schedule. People could show up at
the Hyperloop station whenever they want and be quickly sent on their way.
Musk is not the first person outside of science fiction novelists to dream up vacuum tube technology for moving people. The
idea has been around for some time, and inventors in other countries, including China, are reportedly working on similar
technology.

Traveling in the Future Passage Set Questions
Directions: Use the article "Predicting the Future" to answer questions 1 to 3. Be sure to answer using complete sentences.
1. What is one change that Golden expects to see in cars?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What is one change that Garry Golden expects to see in public transportation?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Does Golden view the changes he expects as good or bad? Support your answer with evidence from the article.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Directions: Use the article "Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality?" to answer questions 4 to 5. Be sure to
answer in complete sentences.
4. What is the Hyperloop?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is one advantage the Hyperloop would have over other types of transportation?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Directions: Use the articles "Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality?" and "Predicting the Future" to answer
the following writing prompt.

Traveling in the Future Passage Set Writing Prompt
Write an explanatory essay contrasting the Hyperloop with the changes in transportation that Garry Golden expects. What
might Golden think of the Hyperloop? Use information from the passages in your essay.
Make sure you
● read the passages;
● plan your response;
● write your response; and
● revise and edit your response.
Be sure to
● use evidence from multiple sources; and
● avoid overly relying on one source.
Your response should be in the form of a multiparagraph essay. Write your response in the space provided.

Common Prefixes
Prefix quick review:
•

A prefix is a letter or group of letters, for example, 'un-' or 'multi-,' that is added to the beginning of a word
in order to form a different word.

Directions: complete the steps below using the words in the word box.
Step 1: Identify common prefix words (there are 4 for each group)
Step 2: identify prefix
Step 3: define prefix
Word box
unicorn microscope miniature biologically forearm defeat transformation
microbiology minimum bioscience foreword deform transfer microorganisms
uniform
minivan biography foreshadow decrease transportation diagraph
antidote dialogue miniseries diagonal antifreeze microwave unify forecast
decompose transplantation antibiotic diagnostic antisocial unicycle biohazard
Group 1: (example)
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a. unicorn
b. uniform
c. unicycle
d. unify
2. Identify prefix:______uni_______
3. Define prefix: one or single

Group 2:
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify prefix: _____________
3. Define prefix: _______________________

Group 3:
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 4:
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 5:
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 6:
1. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 7:
3. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 8:
3. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 9:
5. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
6. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 10:
5. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
6. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Group 11:
7. Identify common prefix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
8. Identify prefix: _____________
Define prefix: _______________________

Name: _____________________________

Context Clues 1.1
Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues or your
prior knowledge. Then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning.
1. Dignity: Even when the police officers put the handcuffs on my mother, she maintained her dignity,
holding her head up high as she was marched off the protest site.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

2. Splendid: The rays from the rising sun shined splendidly through our kitchen window.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

3. Particle: John was so hungry that he didn’t leave a single particle of the muffin on the plate.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

4. Elegant: Cassie took her time when she wrote in cursive, slowly making each word out of an elegant
series of arcs and loops.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

5. Injustice: Kevin thought that it was a great injustice that girls could wear earrings in the school while
the boys could not.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

6. Decline: After Gears of Pain 6 came out, the amount of people playing Gears of Pain 5 declined.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

7. Paradise: When Rex had a bone, a warm spot to lie, and someone petting him, he was in paradise.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

8. Fascinate: Alvin went to the museum every Saturday because he was so fascinated by art.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

9. Yearn: Even though John had a good job and a nice family, he yearned for more.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

10. Seldom: Since professional athletes have to stay in peak physical shape, most athletes seldom eat
junk food.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

11. Delicate: Tracy held the flower as gently as she could, fearing that the delicate stem would break.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

12. Remark: Jennie didn’t like the jacket her mother bought her until several strangers made remarks
about how much they liked it.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

Bonus: Define each of the words on a separate sheet of paper to check your answers. Attach your sheet.

Name: ______________________________
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Name __________________________________

Subjects and Predicates
Directions: Decide whether the sentence fragment is missing a subject or a predicate, and then fix it.
Create complete sentences.
1. __________________________________________________________ is my role model.
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
2. Bruce Hand, the famous explorer, ____________________________________________
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
3. Mr. Morton _______________________________________________________________
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
4. _______________________________________________ went to the park.
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
5. My favorite food ____________________________________________________________
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
6. _______________________________________________ is my favorite musician or group.
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
7. My favorite game to play _____________________________________________________
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________ is my favorite movie.
Is the sentence missing a subject or a predicate? ___________________________________

Draw a vertical (up and down) line separating the subjects and predicates:
1. I went to Six Flags.

2. Let’s go to the movies.

3. She knows how to make jewelry.

4. We play basketball every Tuesday.

5. My pencil broke.

6. Simon told me to.

7. Alex stayed up late doing her homework.

8. Homework makes me happy.

9. I put my name on top of my paper.

10. The cheetah is the fastest land animal.

A Week of Math Enrichment
6-8th Grade
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations
and
and
and
and
and
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
● 8th Numbers
● 8th Numbers
● 8th Numbers
● 8th Numbers
● 8th Numbers
and
and
and
and
and
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
● Math Games

❐ Lesson 2
Practice A:
Divide
Multi-Digit
Whole
Numbers
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ Lesson 5
Practice A:
Solving
Equations
Combining
Integers
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ Lesson 5
Practice A:
Square and
Square Roots
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class __________________

Integers and Rational Numbers

LESSON

5

Practice A: Solving Equations Containing Integers

Solve each equation. Check your answer.
1. n  6

2

2. x  8

11

3. 7

a5

4. y  4

2

5. c  7

3

6. 0

v1

7. 8j

10.

16

m
2

5

13. p  8

16.

n
6

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

19. 6x

6

4

36

8. 3k

11.

d
6

24

12.

3

14. 15

5b

17. k  10

20. 2

9. 20

3

e7

4s

r
7

4

15. f  9

18. 4a

1

16

m
2

21. 3

22. The temperature in Minnesota was 8 °F one day. This was
12 degrees less than the temperature in Indiana on the same
day. What was the temperature in Indiana?
23. Mr. Harding sold 100 shares of stock at $14 per share. He had a
loss of $6 per share. What did Mr. Harding pay for each share of
the stock?

2-37
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Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class__________________
LESSON

5

Exponents and Roots
Practice A: Squares and Square Roots

Find the two square roots of each number.
1. 16

2. 49

3. 1

4. 25

5. 100

6. 4

7. 81

8. 64

Simplify each expression.

8 1

10.

13.

36  10

17.

64
16

9.

76

11.

18  2

12.

31  5

14. 15  25

15.

49  4

16.

16  9

18. 5 9

19.

100
4

20.

 3 81

Switzerland’s flag is a square, unlike
other flags that are rectangular.
21. If the flag of Switzerland has an area
of 81 ft2, what is the length of each of
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

its sides? (Hint: s

A)

22. If the lengths of the sides of a
Switzerland flag are 10 ft, what is the
area of the flag? (Hint: A s 2)

3-41
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Directions: Read the article below on the layers of the earth. Watch this video before
starting: https://www.britannica.com/video/143169/Earth-crust-layers-core-mantle

Earth — layer by layer

Scientists understand much about Earth’s structural layers — the inner core, core, mantle
and crust. Yet there are still great mysteries to solve about our planet’s inner workings.

Mountain ranges tower to the sky. Oceans plummet to impossible depths. Earth’s surface is an
amazing place to behold. Yet even the deepest canyon is but a tiny scratch on the planet. To
really understand Earth, you need to travel 6,400 kilometers (3,977 miles) beneath our feet.

USGS: A cut-away of Earth’s layers reveals how thin the crust is when compared to the lower layers.

Starting at the center, Earth is composed of four distinct layers. They are, from deepest
to shallowest, the inner core, the outer core, the mantle and the crust. Except for the crust, no
one has ever explored these layers in person. In fact, the deepest humans have ever drilled is
just over 12 kilometers (7.6 miles). And even that took 20 years!

Still, scientists know a great deal about Earth’s inner structure. They’ve plumbed it by
studying how earthquake waves travel through the planet. The speed and behavior of these
waves change as they encounter layers of different densities. Scientists — including Isaac
Newton, three centuries ago — have also learned about the core and mantle from calculations
of Earth’s total density, gravitational pull and magnetic field. Here’s a primer on Earth’s layers,
starting with a journey to the center of the planet.

The inner core
This solid metal ball has a radius of 1,220 kilometers (758 miles), or about three-quarters
that of the moon. It’s located some 6,400 to 5,180 kilometers (4,000 to 3,220 miles) beneath
Earth’s surface. Extremely dense, it’s made mostly of iron and nickel. The inner core spins a bit
faster than the rest of the planet. It’s also intensely hot: Temperatures sizzle at 5,400° Celsius
(9,800° Fahrenheit). That’s almost as hot as the surface of the sun. Pressures here are
immense: well over 3 million times greater than on Earth’s surface. Some research suggests
there may also be an inner, inner core. It would likely consist almost entirely of iron.

The outer core
This part of the core is also made from iron and nickel, just in liquid form. It sits some
5,180 to 2,880 kilometers (3,220 to 1,790 miles) below the surface. Heated largely by the
radioactive decay of the elements uranium and thorium, this liquid churns in huge, turbulent
currents. That motion generates electrical currents. They, in turn, generate Earth’s magnetic
field. For reasons somehow related to the outer core, Earth’s magnetic field reverses about
every 200,000 to 300,000 years. Scientists are still working to understand how that happens.

The mantle

At close to 3,000 kilometers (1,865 miles) thick, this is Earth’s thickest layer. It starts a
mere 30 kilometers (18.6 miles) beneath the surface. Made mostly of iron, magnesium and
silicon, it is dense, hot and semi-solid (think caramel candy). Like the layer below it, this one
also circulates. It just does so far more slowly.

Explainer: How heat moves
Near its upper edges, somewhere between about 100 and 200 kilometers (62 to 124
miles) underground, the mantle’s temperature reaches the melting point of rock. Indeed, it forms
a layer of partially melted rock known as the asthenosphere (As-THEEN-oh-sfeer). Geologists
believe this weak, hot, slippery part of the mantle is what Earth’s tectonic plates ride upon and
slide across.

Diamonds are tiny pieces of the mantle we can actually touch. Most form at depths
above 200 kilometers (124 miles). But rare “super-deep” diamonds may have formed as far
down as 700 kilometers (435 miles) below the surface. These crystals are then brought to the
surface in volcanic rock known as kimberlite.

The mantle’s outermost zone is relatively cool and rigid. It behaves more like the crust
above it. Together, this uppermost part of the mantle layer and the crust are known as the
lithosphere.

The crust
Earth’s crust is like the shell of a hard-boiled egg. It is extremely thin, cold and brittle
compared to what lies below it. The crust is made of relatively light elements, especially silica,
aluminum and oxygen. It’s also highly variable in its thickness. Under the oceans (and Hawaiian
Islands), it may be as little as 5 kilometers (3.1 miles) thick. Beneath the continents, the crust
may be 30 to 70 kilometers (18.6 to 43.5 miles) thick.

The thickest part of Earth’s crust is about 70 kilometers (43 miles) thick and lies under the Himalayan
Mountains, seen here.

Along with the upper zone of the mantle, the crust is broken into big pieces, like a
gigantic jigsaw puzzle. These are known as tectonic plates. These move slowly — at just 3 to 5
centimeters (1.2 to 2 inches) per year. What drives the motion of tectonic plates is still not fully
understood. It may be related to heat-driven convection currents in the mantle below. Some
scientists think it’s caused by the tug from slabs of crust of different densities, something called
“slab pull.” In time, these plates will converge, pull apart or slide past each other. Those actions
cause most earthquakes and volcanoes. It’s a slow ride, but it makes for exciting times here on
Earth’s surface.
Questions to Think About:
1. What are the 4 major layers of the crust?

2. Describe the thickness, temperature, and what each of the 4 layers are made of.

3. Diamonds form under extreme heat and extreme pressure. Based on what you know
about the layers of the Earth, would diamonds be formed in the crust or the mantle.
Explain how you know by comparing the heat and pressure of each layer.

Engineer a Cell Phone Stand
Abstract
Look around you. What types of objects do you see in the room? Furniture, lights, a computer, a fan,
pencils, books, etc.? Where did they come from? Odds are you did not build them yourself. You or your
parents probably bought them at a store. Before that, they were built in a factory somewhere. And even
before that, they were probably designed by engineers. You might think of engineers when you think of
complex machines like rockets or huge structures like bridges, but engineers also design many of the
everyday objects that we use all the time and take for granted. If engineers do their jobs well, you might
never notice, but you would certainly notice if the chair you are sitting in collapsed or your TV stopped
working!
A cell phone stand is one product that might seem very simple, but a lot of thought needs to go into
designing one, making it a great engineering design project. You can build a prototype out of craft/office
supplies (Figure 1), or even use a 3D printer or laser cutter if you have access to them. Design, build, and
test a cell phone stand for your engineering design project. Consider the following questions to get
started:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Where will your stand be used? Is it a tabletop stand designed to use a tablet to watch movies, or
a car dashboard mount so you can use a phone for GPS?
What other types of cell phone stands/holders already exist? What purposes do they serve? How
could you modify or improve on their designs?
Will certain buttons or ports on the phone need to be accessible while it is in the stand, like the
charging port?
What size(s)/brand(s) of phones will the stand accommodate? Will it be adjustable, or will it only
be designed for one specific phone?
How sturdy does the stand need to be? What if someone drops it or steps on it?
What materials will you use to make the stand?

Figure 1. An example phone stand made from wooden craft sticks, rubber bands, and paper clips.

Materials:
Find materials around the house and determine what can be useful for this project. List the
materials you will be using below.

Design:

Based on the materials you have found, draw a design of your cell phone stand.

Test:
Test your stand. Does it work on a table? the carpet? a bed? What if it is dropped on the
ground? Run these tests to test your design and describe what happens in the table below.
Surface

Description of What Happened

Table
Carpet
Bed
Drop Test

Design 2:
Make any necessary changes to make your cell phone holder work even better. Draw your new
design below.

Summary:
Summarize your findings and how you improved your design in the space below. Include the
overall effectiveness of your final design and what you might continue to change as you improve
your design.

Social Studies Enrichment: Japan
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40
Head to Kids and search for: Japan
https://www.worldbookonline.com/kids/home#article/ar831063
Read the article about the nation of Japan. In the space below, compare what the text
says about Japan to what you know about life here in the United States.

Land: _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Resources and products: _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
History (summarize the history between Japan and the United States as
described in the text): __________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Differentiation for Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 6-8
Select two activities per week as an extension.
ENGINEERING and Science
Spaghetti Structure
How strong is dry spaghetti? Can you
build a structure that holds as many
books or blocks? How many can it
hold? Can it hold it for longer than a
minute?
Materials: spaghetti, styrofoam, books
or blocks
Why do you think the spaghetti was
able to hold the book?

WORD GAMES

ART and MUSIC

Vocab categories game:
You will draw a letter and then write an
answer that starts with that letter
based on the card.

Draw A View
Have your child draw a picture of what
they see from the window.

Directions and example cards are on
the next couple of pages.
Extension: create your own cards to use
when playing vocab categories.

Read this problem with your child:
Yam, Bam, Uam, Iam, and Gam are
aliens on a spaceship.
1. Yam is younger than Uam
2. Yam is not the youngest
3. Only one alien is older than
Gam
4. Gam is younger than Bam
Arrange Yam, Bam, Uam, Iam, and Gam
in order of increasing age.
Work with your child to consider the
answer.

Have the students create a song for the
picture using the beat of their favorite
song.
If they do 2 or more pictures, have the
family do an art gallery walk and
discuss the drawing and discuss how it
makes them feel.

WIth parents permission- look up
information on density, connect how
density helps in this project

Problem Solving

Students should name their drawingHave them pick a title for their art.

Discuss how this song relates to the
picture or art work.
Articulation and Social Emotional
Learning
Social Distancing
Talk with your child about social
distancing. How do they feel? What
has been hard/easy? How can you help
them?
Now discuss with them something they
are interested in.
Create a brochure, flyer, blog, article, or
video about something you really enjoy
and know a lot about. Share it.

Extension: Write your thinking or how
you solved it. Create your own
problem.

Click here for the resources described above.

Writing
Option 1: Your child can select a
chapter in a book that they are reading,
a movie, or a story they know.
Have them get a bag and find things at
the house that would help retell the
story or chapter just read. They can
draw a picture to put in the bag if
needed. Have the student retell what
they just read.
Option 2: Have the student create a
play for the family to act out. They can
write it based on a show or book.
Extension: Video tape the play and
share it with other family members

6-8th Grade Related Arts Enrichment - Packet 4
Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity from the choices below:
Choice 1:
Use recycled materials
and create a sculpture.
What materials did you
choose and why? Was
one material easier to
use than another?

Choice 2:
Your mission is to
research how artists
depict emotion:
https://artsology.com/em
otion-in-art.php

Choice 3:
Play the Fractal Drawing
Game:
https://artsology.com/frac
tal-drawing-game.php

Choice 1:
Emotions scavenger hunt
with explanation
Find songs that make
you… happy, sad,
“pumped up”, relaxed,
scared. Why do you
think music contributes to
our mood?

Choice 2:
Guess My SFX Story:
plan a short story –3
sentences will do – and
work out how they can
tell the story with sound
effects only. Record the
sound effects and piece
them together in the right
order in your favourite
audio recording/editing
software. Send it to your
friends to try to guess the
story by listening to the
sequence of sound
effects.

Choice 3:
Video Game Composer:
Compose music that
matches different styles
or mood or video games.
Chose game styles
compose music that will
evoke an atmosphere for
the player. Style
examples might include
happy and light music for
a light-hearted platform
game, battle music for a
war game, fast-paced
music for a car-chase
game and so on.

Choice 1:
Print this PE dice game
to attach to the
Enrichment packet
Exercise Dice Game

Choice 2:
Take the Muscle Group
assessment to test your
knowledge:
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=l3DEangceqo&
feature=youtu.be

Choice 3:
Spiderman workout video
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=YC_V8hnU2P
Y

Choice 1:
TCS Ignite Innovation
Student Challenge
Description: How can we
improve the world?
Encourage your students to

Choice 2:
Create your own comics
https://www.makebeliefs
comix.com/comic-stripstarters/

Choice 3:
Watch the video on
making a budget and
then make your own
https://www.pathwayinsc
hools.com/students/midd
le-school

develop an idea for a digital
innovation like a mobile
app, website, or wearable
tech using computational
thinking strategies for a
chance to win a $10K
scholarship!
Grades: 6 – 8
Deadline: 4/9/20
Prizes: 1st place: a
$10,000 scholarship and
virtual mentorship with a
TCS employee. Top Pillar
Prize: $7,500 scholarship
for top entries in Health,
Our Planet and
Education. Winner’s
Circle: 6 students will win
a $1,000 scholarship.
https://www.ignitemyfuturei
nschool.org/challenge?utm
_source=hotlist&utm_medi
um=email&utm_campaign=
mar20_cep&utm_content=c
hallenge

Band:
Here's 3 links for Band:
●
●
●

Keep up your Music Theory by playing these great interactive music theory games!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/games.html
Keep learning about our Awesome Musical Composers!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers.html
Compose your own music to practice!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/music.html

6th
Divide Multi-Digit Whole
Numbers

Week 4 Math
Answer Key

7th
Solving Equations Containing
Integers

8th
Squares and Square Roots

Enrichment Packet 5
6th-8th Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

Artistic Jobs Passage Set

The Process of Acting

People have been writing, producing, and acting in plays for a very long time. A play presented on a stage with actors
performing a fictional story goes back to the time of the Ancient Greeks. In fact, the word “theatre” comes from the Greek
word “theatron,” which means “a place for viewing.” If you go anywhere in the world, you can find theaters and actors,
directors, and other people who are putting on plays.
One of these people is Becky Baumwoll. She is a working actor in New York City who acts in plays. One day she talked a
bit about her process of acting. She also talked about her own personal experiences and why she loves “to tell stories and
inspire people” through acting.
Becky started acting at summer camp when she was in third grade and hasn't stopped since. She was in her first full-length
musical, The Sound of Music, in fifth grade. She played Maria in Act One, and another girl, Lianna, played Maria in Act Two.
All the big roles were split and given to two actors.
Now, as an adult, she is pursuing acting full-time. A big part of being an actor is auditions. An audition is when an actor goes
in front of the people who are producing the play, and convinces them that “you are the perfect actor for their show.”
Becky explained the process of auditioning. The director might “give you something to prepare—either a song, a monologue
[a section of the play where you talk a lot by yourself], or a scene.” Then you practice your audition piece over and over until
you have it memorized and you feel ready. The day of the audition, “you go into the room with a confident smile, give them
your headshot and resume [a picture of yourself and a list of all the shows you've been in before], and introduce yourself.
Then you do what you prepared! It can be a little scary because you're performing for people you don't know, especially if
you really want the part.” Though Becky has a lot of experience, she said, “I can get very nervous!”
Hopefully the audition goes well, and they want Becky to act in their play. Becky said this is when the real work begins. First,
she said, “I have to read the play a few times to make sure I understand the story, especially the role I'll be playing.” Then
Becky starts thinking about the character she is playing. Often the play script doesn't give too much information about the
character's life, so Becky answers some questions as the character to figure more out about the character. Some questions
she asks are: “Where did I grow up? What are the ages and names of my family members? What's a normal day like for
me? What do I think is funny? What am I afraid of? Have I ever been in love before? What did I do right before the play
started?” These questions help Becky know more about the character she's playing. By the end, she knows the character
as well as she knows a best friend!
Then Becky goes through the script of the play and figures out what her character is thinking in every scene. She said that
this “takes a lot of work, but if you do it right, you can forget all about it when you're on stage, and just live and breathe like
the character would.” Becky said it's more than learning to “walk and talk like a different character, but to actually think like a
different character! It can get really confusing.” This is how she “transforms” to become her character onstage and not just
Becky.
Becky likes acting because of this transformation into a different person. She likes “being able to play different characters
and learning how other people might see the world.” Becky's favorite actors are the ones who can put “themselves into
someone else's shoes.” This doesn't just make someone a better actor, but also a better person. She said, “even if my
character is really different from me, figuring out what we have in common, and actually learning how to be her in the play,
teaches me compassion and understanding.”

Becky's favorite character she has ever played is Juliet from Romeo and Juliet, by William Shakespeare. She loves “saying
her lines” because they are “written so beautifully.” She also likes that “it's a love story.” By playing Juliet, Becky gets to be
“young, in love, and overwhelmed by my emotions.” Becky said she hopes “to play [her] again some day.”
Becky has many goals and dreams she hopes to accomplish in the future. There are certain theaters where she wants to
work, roles she wants to play, and other actors she wants to perform with. She wants to have some plays she can look back
on, and be proud of the work she did. But Becky said, “More than that, I want to be able to be really proud of myself.” She
wants to make friends and have people respect her, “not just for skill or talent, but also for being someone who's good to
work with, and who has a unique creative voice.”
So the next time that you're watching a play, or something on TV or in a movie, be sure to remember Becky, and all the
hard work that actors do to make it fun to watch!

The Film Editor
When deciding whether a movie is good or not, most people think about the storyline. They think about the quality of the
acting. Some might even remark on how well the movie was directed. Almost no one says: “Boy, that movie was really well
edited!”
This is a dilemma that every film editor faces. Their work, while crucial to the success of a film, is rarely celebrated. Many
don’t even know that the job title “Film Editor” exists. People win Academy Awards for Best Actor and Best Director. No one
seems to care about the Best Editor.
“Everyone knows that Meryl Streep has won three Academy Awards for acting,” says Marc Rodriguez, a professional film
editor based in New York City. “Nobody knows that Michael Kahn has won three Academy Awards for film editing.”
Rodriguez graduated from film school at New York University in Manhattan. As a teenager, he was always shooting footage
of his friends on his family’s video camera. He worshipped legendary directors like Martin Scorsese and Steven Spielberg.
Someday, he thought, I will make films of my own.
So after graduating from film school, Rodriguez took a job as an editor of television commercials. The idea was to make
some money to afford making a feature-length film. But as he got more involved in editing, he fell in love with it. At 37 years
old, he still hopes to direct a film. But film editing has become both his passion and his full-time job.
Speaking over the phone from his office in Brooklyn, Rodriguez explained what exactly a film editor does.
“I don’t want to take too much credit,” says Rodriguez, a stocky guy with floppy red hair, “but we essentially bring the film to
life. For a big feature film, a director will often shoot over 100 hours of footage. Documentary filmmakers tend to shoot even
more hours, because they don't know what the story is when they start. As the editor, it is my job to cut all that footage down
to an hour and a half.”
“As you can imagine,” Rodriguez adds, “this requires a lot of time and patience.”

Luckily, Rodriguez is a patient man. Directors tend to have less patience. Their job involves gathering footage and making
sure the actors get along. But after the film shoot is over, the director’s job is pretty much done; he or she hands over the
footage to the editor. The editor is then tasked with taking out everything that doesn’t fit in the story.
Rodriguez works alone in a small, quiet office. His job requires intense amounts of concentration. On his desk, he keeps two
computer monitors. One allows him to check the Internet and answer emails. The other is for editing films.
A typical day involves editing a 20 to 30 second scene of a movie. That's right: an entire day spent going over the same 20
or 30 seconds of a movie. In the end, this is how movies get made. As the editor, Rodriguez matches the sound with what is
happening on-screen. He makes sure the storyline flows from scene to scene. He ensures that the stars of the film appear
in as flattering a light as possible.
“For me, editing is like putting together a giant puzzle in which most of the pieces don’t fit,” he says with a laugh. “You look
closely at all the footage. You examine it to see whether it should go into the final cut, as we call it. In the end, though, only
a tiny percentage of the original footage makes it into the actual film.”
Now and then, Rodriguez says, he decides that he does not have enough footage to make a film. In such cases, the director
is forced to film new scenes. This can be stressful for everyone involved. The actors may already be acting in other films or
TV shows. The camera operator—the person who holds the camera—may have moved on as well. And yet the director
must get everyone back together to shoot the final scenes. Otherwise the movie may never be completed.
“You really don’t want to tell directors that they have to shoot more footage,” Rodriguez says. “It’s something they really do
not want to hear. Hopefully they understand it’s for the sake of the film. After all, no one wants to get a bad review! If it
comes down to shooting more footage or getting ripped apart by movie critics, most directors will gladly shoot more scenes.”
Speaking of bad reviews, critics almost never mention the film’s editor in their reviews. To the press, the director and the
writer are responsible if a film fails. The editor is left blameless. Of course, when a film is praised and wins awards, the
editor does not receive much credit either.
Rodriguez understands that his profession will remain underappreciated. But he does make a good living. And he enjoys the
challenge of putting a movie together. Seeing the final product on screen can be a thrilling experience. Then again, seeing
all his intricate editing work projected onto a giant movie screen before a crowd full of people can come as a shock, too.
“You always see a thousand little mistakes,” he says. “But of course, the audience never notices, since they didn’t put the
thing together. And even if they did notice the mistakes, they probably wouldn’t blame me. As I always say, no one blames
the editor!”
Artistic Jobs Passage Set Questions
Directions: Use the article "The Process of Acting" to answer questions 1 to 2. Be sure to answer using complete
sentences.
1. What is Becky Baumwoll’s job?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. The title of this article is “The Process of Acting.” Based on the information in the article, how would you summarize the
process of acting?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Directions: Use the article "The Film Editor" to answer questions 3 to 4. Be sure to answer in complete sentences.
3. What is Marc Rodriguez’s job?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Based on the information in the article, summarize the process of editing a film.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Directions: Use the articles "The Process of Acting" and "The Film Editor" to answer the following writing prompt.
Artistic Jobs Passage Set Writing Prompt
Write an essay comparing and contrasting the job of acting to the job of film editing. Which job is more work? Which job has
a greater impact? Use information from the passages in your essay.
Make sure you
● read the passages;
● plan your response;
● write your response; and
● revise and edit your response.
Be sure to
● use evidence from multiple sources; and
● avoid overly relying on one source.
Your response should be in the form of a multiparagraph essay. Write your response in the space provided.

Common Suffixes
Suffix quick review:
•

a suffix is a letter or a group of the letters that is attached at the end of a root or a base word to change its
meaning or tense.

Directions: complete the steps below using the words in the word box.
Step 1: Identify common suffix words (there are 4 for each group)
Step 2: Identify suffix
Step 3: Define suffix
Word Box
boredom prosperity childish tension boyhood student contestant elevation stardom
dampen freedom equality foolish union likelihood patient immigrant station
tighten activity accomplish illustration motherhood absent decoration donation
colonial territorial multiracial commercial attention elevation pollution solution wooden
kingdom relevant straighten opportunity establish presentation neighborhood different
tolerant
Group 1: (example)
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a. Boredom
b. Freedom
c. Kingdom
d. stardom
2. Identify suffix:______dom_______
3. Define suffix: condition of

Group 2:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 3:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 4:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 5:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 6:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 7:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 8:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 9:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 10:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Group 11:
1. Identify common suffix words (4 of them)
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. Identify suffix:_____________
Define suffix: _______________________________

Name: _____________________________

Context Clues 1.2
Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues or your
prior knowledge. Then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning.
1. Confiscate: Joanne’s mother came up to the school to get the cell phone the teacher had confiscated.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

2. Obedient: Unlike her older brother Jerome, who stayed out all hours of the night, Kate obediently
followed the curfew her parents set.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

3. Consume: John was so hungry that he consumed the cranberry muffin and went back for a donut.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

4. Coax: After the bird escaped, Chris tried to coax it back into the cage with treats.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

5. Peculiar: Since it was a school day, Denise thought it was peculiar that she saw no children on the
street during her drive to work.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

6. Outcast: If a wolf refuses to help its pack hunt, it becomes an outcast and must go on alone.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

7. Discard: Dad had no need for the broken air conditioner, so he discarded it on the corner by the
trash.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

8. Content: While others eat eggs, pancakes, and bacon for breakfast, Mike was content with a piece of
toast and a glass of orange juice.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

9. Fortunate: Because he had such good friends and family, Malcolm considered himself fortunate.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

10. Observe: The teacher stopped the students after she observed them wrestling.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

11. Brilliant: Vince had to put his sunglasses on because the rays of the sun were so brilliant.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

12. Murmur: On the way to her room after just having been grounded, Tammy murmured something
under her breath.
Definition: ___________________________________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

Bonus: Define each of the words on a separate sheet of paper to check your answers. Attach your sheet.

Name: ______________________________

••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
Latin and Greek Suffixes:
•
•
-Age and -Tude
•
•
Word Bank
any suffixes we use in English originally come from Greek or
cour
Latin word endings. The suffix -age is from Greek meaning
•
•
grati
“act of,” “state of,” or “relating to.” The suffix -tude is from
lati
meaning “condition” or “state.” Suffixes often change the way the
• Latin
•
longi
root word is used, such as from an adjective to a noun. For example, the
magni
root solus means “alone.” Combine solus with -tude, and it becomes the
multi
• noun solitude. Based on its original meaning, solitude means “the state of
•
pass
being alone.”
pilgrim
• Use the list in the bank to make five different English words out of -age
•
stor
voy
-tude. You may add a prefix or change the spelling a little if needed.
• and
•
wreck
Write a sentence for each word you make and circle the word you made
• with the suffix. Be sure to use words for both -age and -tude.
•
• Sentences:
•
• 1.
•
•
•
• 2.
•
• 3.
•
•
•
• 4.
•
•
•
• 5.
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••
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A Week of Math Enrichment
6-8th Grade
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic ● 6th Arithmetic
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations ● 7th Equations
and
and
and
and
and
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
Inequalities
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
equations with
equations with
equations with
equations with
equations with
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
● Math Games

❐ 6th- Lesson 6
Practice A:
Dividing by
Decimal
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ 7th- Lesson 4
Practice A:
Solving
Equations
Containing
Decimals
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ 8th- Lesson 5
Practice A:
Solving
Equations
Containing
Rational
Numbers
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class __________________

Applying Rational Numbers

LESSON

4

Practice A: Solving Equations Containing Decimals

Solve. Choose the letter for the best answer.
1. t  0.7

3.

9

2. p  1.6

11

A t

9.7

C t

6.3

F p

6.875

H p

12.6

B t

8.3

D t

0.63

G p

9.4

J p

17.6

h
3

4. 7z

1.5

A h

0.5

C h

9

B h

4.5

D h

45

2.1

F z

4.9

H z

14.7

G z

0.3

J z

2.8

Solve.
4.8

8. g  4.44

2.4

6. h  6.9

12.7

9. 0.18  w

11. 4.2n

14.7

12. 9.7j

14. 43.2

2.7y

15. 64.6

0.75

58.2

7. k  9.2

7.6

10. m  3.1
13. 56p

6.8x

16. 40.32

17.

s
5.4

6

18.

f
0.8

7

19.

d
4.6

20.

c
0.4

1.75

21.

h
6.1

12

22.

a
0.35

9.65

11.76
12.6m

0.7

8.4

23. At the movie theater, a gift certificate for 15 tickets
costs $93.75. What is the cost of each ticket?

_________________

24. Four couples are going to a concert. If each ticket costs
$5.90, how much will it cost to buy tickets for all 8 people?

_________________
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5. x  5.1

Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class__________________
LESSON

5

Rational Numbers
Practice A: Solving Equations with Rational Numbers

Solve.
1. x  1.2

4.

x
1.3

2

7. 7.2

10. 

4.6

0.9y

2
5

2
x
5

13. x 

3
2

1
5

2. a  3.4

5

3. 2.2m

5. 6.7  w

1.1

6.

n
1.9

8. k  4.05

6.2

9.

d
3.2

11.

1
x
4

14. x 

1
2

3
7

12.



5
7

1
a
3

5
15.  a
6

4.4

3.8

3.75

3
4

5
8

3
1
in. high. The ceiling is 90 in. high.
4
2
How much higher is the ceiling than Elisa’s highest reach?

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

16. Elisa can reach 77

17. Nolan Makes $10.60 an hour at his after-school job. Last week
he worked 11.25 hr. How much was Nolan paid for the week?

1-43
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Directions: Read the article and answer the questions below.

In this image made from video provided by NASA, U.S. astronauts Peggy Whitson, above, and Shane Kimbrough
work on the outside of the International Space Station on Thursday, March 30, 2017. (NASA via AP/Thomas Pesquet
via AP)

Take a virtual trip to the International
Space Station
By Erin Blakemore Smithsonian.com March 20, 2020

What's life like aboard the
International Space Station
(ISS)? This is a question only a
select few can answer. But
thanks to a new virtual reality
tour, more people than ever can
step aboard the floating lab to
virtually explore the station and
its mind boggling views. This is according to Mashable's Adario Strange.

The program was created in collaboration with NASA and the Canadian
and European space agencies. It is called Mission: ISS. And it's probably the
closest you'll ever come to visiting the space station for yourself. The program
uses Oculus Rift virtual reality and Oculus Touch motion control. They create a
realistic simulation of life aboard the station.
As Oculus writes on its blog, the movie was designed to recreate the ISS
"in painstaking detail." The free simulation was based on NASA models. It was
developed with the input of astronauts and NASA's Virtual Reality Laboratory.
The lab uses virtual reality to train astronauts for their in-space tasks.
With the help of motion controls, users can try their hand at everything
from spacewalks to docking spacecrafts - all in a simulated zero-gravity
environment. (Strange warns that the simulated weightlessness is so realistic
that users might want to sit down before stepping into the virtual world.)
The simulation may be fun, but it is no video game, Strange writes. The
program is intended to give users a realistic idea of what it's like to live in space.
Users can also learn about individual astronauts and the history of the ISS
through a series of video clips. The team is also testing the program as an
educational tool to teach high school students about the station.
Augmented reality is already being tested in space with the help of
Microsoft's HoloLens headset, which will one day be used to guide repairs and let
on-ground techs see exactly what astronauts observe. But virtual reality completely immersive simulations - has yet to make it into space. That's about to
change, according to the Oculus blog. An Oculus headset will be sent to space
and used by astronaut Thomas Pesquet to test how gravity affects spatial
awareness.

Questions:
1. What is the ISS?

2. What is the goal of Mission ISS?

3. How is VR used to show us what it is like on the ISS?

4. Why do you think the author said this is no video game in paragraph 5?
Support your answer with details from the text.

5. What is the central idea of this passage?

How do Different Materials Affect Air
Resistance?

Objective:
This project will examine the relationship between materials and air resistance.

Research Questions:
Do different types of materials affect air resistance differently?
Which types of materials have the greatest affect on air resistance?

Materials:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Plastic bag
Paper
Piece of cloth (if available)
String (If string is not available, leftover plastic from the plastic bag can be cut and used as string)
Scissors
Timer
Weight (Could be a ball of clay, a small toy, a fork. Anything that can be tied to your parachute)

Purpose:

Design a parachute that will slow the fall of your weight. It can be made out of any of
the materials listed above in the materials list.

Design 1:

Draw initial design below. Make sure to label the material and the dimensions in your
design (ex. String-8 inches long).

Data:

Run your test 5 times. Record the data below. Calculate the average of all 5 tests.

Design 2:

Think about how to make your design better. Do you need different materials? Do you
need to change the dimensions of your parachute? Draw and label your second design
design below.

Conclusion:

How well did your first design work? What did you change in your design? Why did you
choose those changes? Did it help your design? If you were to continue to modify your
design, how would you change it? Answer these questions in a conclusion below.

Social Studies Enrichment: FDR
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40
Head to Student and search for: Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
https://www.worldbookonline.com/student-new/#/article/home/ar474800/roosevelt

President Franklin D Roosevelt led the United States during two national crises: The
Great Depression and World War II. Read the article about the 32nd President.
FDR was elected president 4 different times, before the current law was enacted
allowing a president to only serve two terms. Based on what you have read about FDR
and your own experiences, what are some pros and cons about limiting a president to
serve only 2 terms (eight years total)? Cite evidence from the FDR article in your
responses.
Reasons why a president should not be able to serve more than 2 terms: __________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Reasons why a president should be able to serve more than 2 terms: ______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Differentiation and Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 6-8
Select at least two activities per week as an extension to your learning. Better yet, make it a Tic-Tac-Toe and do three!
The choice is up to you!
ENGINEERING
Build an aluminum foil circuit at home.
THIS ACTIVITIY REQUIRES ADULT
SUPERVISION. Learn the basics of open
an closed circuits by building your own.
Assemble the circuit as pictured in the
handout.
Did the light come on?
Why? Why not?
How could you build a light switch?

WORD GAMES
Anagrams are words that contain the
same letters but arranged in a
different order. For example, act is an
anagram of cat. Solve the simple
anagrams in the worksheet below.
Then try to create your own anagram
puzzle for a family member to solve.
(The answers to this week’s anagrams
will be in next week’s packet.)

ART AND MUSIC
A vision board or dream board is a
collage that is made up of pictures
or drawings that represent a
personal goal. What is something
you want to accomplish? Maybe a
place that you want to visit? A
career that you would like to have?
Or a sport that you want to play?
Find pictures that represent these
ideas and arrange them to create
your own vision board.
SOCIAL STUDIES

SCIENCE

WRITING

You may have heard the phrase,
“Waste not; want not.” This science
experiment makes sure that you don’t
let food go to waste. Did you know
that you can regrow many common
fruits and vegetables?

It’s Fan Fiction Time! Do you have
more than one favorite book? Maybe
more than one favorite character?
What would happen if they crossed
paths? Would they get along or would
they be arch enemies?

Use the directions in the following
pages to try to regrow a vegetable
scrap that you normally would have
thrown away. Make sure to be a good
scientist and record your observations
in a daily journal. You might want to
create a daily sketch to document the
plant’s growth.

Select two characters from different
stories write your own original story in
which the two meet up.

READING

PROBLEM SOLVING

Play “The Year Game.” Using a variety
of mathematical operations, but only
the digits in the current year, 2020,
create an expression that equals the
counting numbers 1-100. See the
handout for rules and to record your
answers.
Example 1:
Write an expression that equals 1.
(2-0)÷(2-0)

Planning to Honors English as a
freshman? See the Freshman summer
reading list on the following pages for
an advanced English class. See if you
can find one of these challenging reads
to enjoy.

The Invisible Apple
Solve the Riddle:
There are 20 people in an empty,
square room. Each person has full sight
of the entire room and everyone in it
without turning his head or body, or
moving in any way (other than the
eyes). Where can you place an apple so
that all but one person can see it? Can
you draw this?

MATH

Example 2:
Write an expression that equals 2.
2-0

This year is a census year. That means
that every household is required to
report how many people are living in
their residence. This information is
used to help determine how to
distribute community resources and
elected representative. Some people
feel uncomfortable completing the
census. Read the article “Why the US
census tries to count everyone.” Then
write an opinion essay in which you
explain why or why not it is a good
idea to participate in the census.

(The answer will be in next week’s
packet.)

Click here for the resources described above.

6-8th Grade Related Arts Enrichment From Packet 5
Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity from the choices below:
Choice 1:
Draw Island - create and
save your own digital
drawings
https://drawisland.com/

Choice 2:
Optical Illusions: What's
wrong with this picture?
https://artsology.com/opti
cal-illusions-art.php

Choice 3:
Watch the video of
Picasso drawing and
then try it yourself. See
how the image
progresses from
seemingly random
abstract shapes that turn
into a fish which later
evolves into the image of
a rooster.
https://artsology.com/pica
sso-drawing-inprogress.php

Choice 1:
Funny Voices: Record
yourself telling a story
(part of a fairytale or Dr
Seuss story works well)
in software such as
GarageBand, Mixcraft,
Soundation or Audacity
and then edit their
recorded narration to
create “funny voices”
appropriate to the story.
Select a section of the
recorded narration (the
WAV form) and apply
preset effects in the
software. Try creating a
scary ogre, a highpitched chipmunk voice,
robots, aliens or a Darth
Vader effect.

Choice 2:
Rap My Name: Write a
4-measure rap about
themselves, based on a
provided structure and
then record a rhythmic
backing to go with the
rap. They can record
their rap and the backing
on laptop or iPad.

Choice 3:
Turn on the radio and
sing along with
your favorite songs.

Choice 1:
Student Essay Contest
write about why sports
matter..CHANCE TO
WIN A $500 GIFT CARD!
DEADLINE: APRIL 24,
2020
http://www.scholastic.c

Choice 2:
Manage your stress with
your family for free. Visit
daily for a moment of
calm and reassurance.
https://www.mymeq.com/
access/VPprospect

Choice 3:
Paper Plate Tabata

om/sportsmatter/?eml=
snp/e/20200324////20200
324_SNP_sporting_gen
/////&ET_CID=20200324_
SNP_DicksSportingGo
ods_Gen_PK2_ACQ_28
427&ET_RID=11595379
84

Choice 1:
Escape the Harry Potter
digital escape room!
https://docs.google.com/f
orms/d/e/1FAIpQLSflNxN
M0jzbZJjUqOcXkwhGTfii
4CM_CA3kCxImbY8c3A
ABEA/viewform

Choice 2:
Money does not grow on
trees, but it can grow with
smart planning. Learn
how savings accounts
increase the value of
your funds with
compound interest.
Watch the video and
make a savings plan for
yourself.
https://www.pathwayinsc
hools.com/students/middl
e-school

Choice 3:
Look through the photos
on your phone and
choose 5 to use to write
a story of your week.

Band:
Here's 3 links for Band:
●
●
●

Keep up your Music Theory by playing these great interactive music theory games!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/games.html
Keep learning about our Awesome Musical Composers!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers.html
Compose your own music to practice!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/music.html

6th
Dividing by Decimal

Week 5 Math
Answer Key

7th
Solving Equations Containing
Decimals

8th
Solving Equations with
Rational Numbers

Enrichment Packet 6
6th-8th Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

Should college athletes play for free? Passage Set
Paying college athletes would cause more problems
College athletes are not allowed to be paid to play their sport. However, some colleges have gotten into trouble for offering
things to athletes to get them to join their teams.
To address these problems in college basketball, a commission issued a report. Former Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice led the commission, or group. The report made several good recommendations, but, wisely, it did not suggest that
players be paid.
The commission favored the amateur rule of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The members supported
the idea that paying players would bring more problems later.
The report's focus was on basketball, but it also could apply to college football. The report has been criticized, but it is a
sincere effort to improve college athletics.
Money is playing too large a role in college sports. The answer is not to add even more money by paying players.
Many Athletes Receive Scholarships To Pay For College
Many athletes receive scholarships to attend college. A year at college can be worth $50,000 or more. So they do receive
something for their work.
Much of the call for paying athletes has come from the popularity of college football and basketball on television, and the
money these sports produce. However, most of that money goes back to the universities. It supports both sports and
academics.
Some Rice report recommendations stand out.
→ The NBA should allow players to enter its pro draft out of high school. The current rule requires players to be 19
years old or a year out of high school. Some colleges have become a one-year stopover for players on their way to
the NBA.
→ The punishments should be severe enough to prevent cheating.
The NCAA has moved slowly, but it's a start.
The report supported the value of amateur play. It also noted the worth of an education for the many college basketball
players who don't go on to the NBA.

College athletes should be justly compensated for their hard work

College sports are a business and too many athletes in the business are underpaid.
The system needs to change, and a pay arrangement should be made.
As athletes, these students work long hours each day. They work something similar to a full-time job on top of trying to
navigate college.
It is true that most of the 450,000-plus college athletes are not moneymakers for their universities.
The "pay" that they receive is in playing their sport and getting help with seeking a college degree. It should be the example
of a successful system.
Football And Basketball Are Big Moneymaking Sports
Student success stories are harder to find in football and basketball. They are the two big moneymaking sports.
It is in these two sports that the profits and power lead to problems for athletes and their families. Hundreds of millions of
dollars flow to universities, coaches and sports agents, among others. That wealth is produced by the athletes people want
to watch.
Some of the Rice report's recommendations might have good effects. Yet overall it seemed to support the NCAA's position
that college athletes should not receive pay. This is even though they are treated like employees of a business.
Time To Pay Athletes For Money They Make For Colleges
It is past time for change to come.
Even scholarships for top athletes do not always bring something meaningful. Universities send these athletes to easy
classes, leading to meaningless college degrees.
The NCAA should increase efforts to "pay" students with an education of value.
A useful idea from the Rice report is allowing those who do not get drafted to come back to school.
When people buy things that have a picture of an athlete, the athlete should get paid. Athletes should have the same right
to profit as the universities and the NCAA.
The sooner the NCAA shares the value of top athletes with the athletes themselves, the better.

Should college athletes play for free? Text Set Questions
Directions: Use the articles "Paying college athletes would cause more problems" and "College athletes should be justly
compensated for their hard work" to answer the following writing prompt.

1.

Which detail BEST supports the idea that college players are like underpaid employees?
a. Much of the call for paying athletes has come from the popularity of college football and basketball on
television, and the money these sports produce.
b. The NBA should allow players to enter its pro draft out of high school. The current rule requires players to
be 19 years old or a year out of high school.
c. As athletes, these students work long hours each day. They work something similar to a full-time job on top
of trying to navigate college.
d. The "pay" that they receive is in playing their sport and getting help with seeking a college degree. It should
be the example of a successful system.

2.

Read the section “ Paying college athletes would cause more problems." Select the sentence from the section that
shows that the Rice report agreed with the current NCAA rules.
a. To address these problems in college basketball, a commission issued a report.
b. The report made several good recommendations, but, wisely, it did not suggest that players be paid.
c. The report's focus was on basketball, but it also could apply to college football.
d. The report has been criticized, but it is a sincere effort to improve college athletics.

3.

Read the list of sentences from the article "College athletes should be justly compensated for their hard work"
1. It is true that most of the 450,000-plus college athletes are not moneymakers for their
universities.
2. Hundreds of millions of dollars flow to universities, coaches and sports agents, among
others.
3. Universities send these athletes to easy classes, leading to meaningless college degrees.
4. A useful idea from the Rice report is allowing those who do not get drafted to come back to
school.
Which sentence BEST supports the author's point that college athletes should be paid?
a. sentence 1, by explaining that only important college athletes should be paid
b. sentence 2, by showing that college players are creating a lot of wealth for colleges
c. sentence 3, by describing a way of paying students that has worked well in the past
d. sentence 4, by demonstrating that a free college education can make players better

4.

Read the following paragraph from the section "Many Athletes Receive Scholarships To Pay For College." Many
athletes receive scholarships to attend college. A year at college can be worth $50,000 or more. So they do receive
something for their work. How does this support the author's claim that paying college players is a bad idea?
a. It explains how a college education distracts players from their games.
b. It demonstrates that paying college athletes is against the NCAA rules.
c. It proves that athletes are happy enough with a college education.
d. It shows that athletes are already getting paid with a college education.
Directions: Use the articles "Paying college athletes would cause more problems" and "College athletes should be justly
compensated for their hard work" to answer the following writing prompt.
Should college athletes play for free? Writing Prompt

Write an argumentative essay about whether or not college athletes should play for free. Use information from the passages
in your essay.
Make sure you
● read the passages;
● plan your response;
● write your response; and
● revise and edit your response.
Be sure to
● include a claim;
● address counterclaims; (7th and 8th grade only)
● use evidence from multiple sources; and
● avoid overly relying on one source.
Your response should be in the form of a multiparagraph essay. Write your response in the space provided.

Name: ______________________________

Clues to Meaning: Root Words
A root word is a word that can be made into new words. We make these new words by
adding letters to the front of a root word, called a prefix. We can also make new words by
adding letters to the end of a root word. We call these letters a suffix.
A root word can help us understand the meaning of a word we don’t know. If we know
what the root word means, then we have a clue to what the unknown word means.
Example:
Whole word

Root word

Meaning of root word

disconnection

connect

join or attach

For each word below, write the root word, its meaning, and a
possible meaning of the whole word.
Whole word		

Root word				

Meaning of root word

1. popularity		

__________________________ __________________________

2. renewal		

__________________________ __________________________

3. multiplication

__________________________ __________________________

4. unexpectedly

__________________________ __________________________

5. believablity

__________________________ __________________________

6. disagreeable

__________________________ __________________________

7. triangular		

__________________________ __________________________

8. characterization __________________________ __________________________
9. revolution		

__________________________ __________________________

10. disappearance __________________________ __________________________
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Name: ___________________________

Q

Quotation Marks: Quotations Within Quotations

uotation marks signal that the words between the marks are the real words said by the
speaker. Sometimes the speaker may also be quoting someone. When that happens, the
second quotation is marked with single quotation marks.

“ ‘’ ”

Example 1:
Liam said, “Beth told me ‘I’ll be late’ when I saw her yesterday.”
Single quotation marks are also used if the quotation mentions a title of a story, poem, song, or
other title that would usually be put in double quotation marks.
Example 2:
“My favorite fairy tale is ‘The Three Bears,’” said Jeff.
Notice that in Example 2 the single and double quotation marks appear together at the end of the
quotation.
Rewrite each of the sentences below to add both double and single quotation marks.
1. Grace’s mother told us, My grandmother’s advice was Always be kind and I try to do that.

2. I’ll read the first graders my poem Waterfall after school, Mrs. Simpson said.

3. Todd told me, Our practice is on Friday this week, said Kevin.

4. Her class sang Happy Birthday to Elise, commented Bella.

5. The coach remarked, It’s all right if you want to yell Hooray!
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Name: ___________________________

Spelling: What’s Wrong, and What’s Right?
Some of the words below have been misspelled; some are correct. Write the correct spelling of each
word in the blank.

1. probabley _ _________________________

11. science ____________________________

2. equpment _ _________________________

12. strenth ____________________________

3. foreign _____________________________

13. immeditately________________________

4. busness ____________________________

14. muscle ____________________________

5. embarass ___________________________

15. occaisonally _ ______________________

6. ninety _ ____________________________

16. guarante __________________________

7. discription __________________________

17. commitment _ ______________________

8. accept _____________________________

18. truely _____________________________

9. generaly ____________________________

19. excellant __________________________

10. Wenesday __________________________

20. seperate ___________________________
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Name: ___________________________

Correcting Mistakes
in Sentences
Each of the sentences below have mistakes in them. There may be spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, or grammar errors. Rewrite each sentence so that it is correct.
1. If Janie calls tonite, tell them I’m not home.

2. Not for the world woud I go to the top of the Brooklyn bridge.

3. He run quick to secon base.

4. Noone wanted too be with he at luch.

5. The horse had jump over the streem when the wolve catched it.

6. Chilren should listen to her parents like his sister done.

7. Its not importent what people looks like, its how he acts.

8. Lance’s parents decided that he could go but he could only stay an hour.
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A Week of Math Enrichment
6-8th Grade
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
❐ Play
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Kakooma
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
Kakooma (10
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
❐ Work on
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
grade level
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
lessons in
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Khan
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
Academy
● 6th Variables ● 6th Variables ● 6th Variables ● 6th Variables ● 6th Variables
and
and
and
and
and
Expressions
Expressions
Expressions
Expressions
Expressions
● 7th Negative
● 7th Negative
● 7th Negative
● 7th Negative
● 7th Negative
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
● 8th Solving
equations with
equations with
equations with
equations with
equations with
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
one unknown
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
● Math Games

❐ 6th- Lesson 3
Practice A:
Translating
Between
Tables and
Expressions
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ 7th- Lesson 4
Practice A:
Multiplying
and Dividing
Integers
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ 8th- Lesson 6
Practice A:
Solving
Two-Step
Equations
❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

❐ Select a Math
Game to play
Math Games

Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class__________________
LESSON

3

Introduction to Algebra
Practice A: Translating Between Tables and Expressions

Circle the letter of the correct answer.
1. Which sentence about the table is
true?
Cars
1
2
3
c

2. Which sentence about the table is not
true?

Wheels
4
8
12
4c

Brett’s Age
10
11
12
b

A The number of wheels is the
number of cars plus 4.

F Joy’s age is Brett’s age plus 1.
G When Brett’s age is b, Joy’s age
is b  1.

B The number of wheels is the
number of cars minus 4.

H Add 1 to Brett’s age to get
Joy’s age.

C The number of wheels is the
number of cars divided by 4.

J Subtract 1 from Brett’s age to
get Joy’s age.

D The number of wheels is 4 times
the number of cars.
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Joy’s Age
11
12
13
b1

Write an expression for the missing value in each table.
3.
4.
Marbles
Motorcycle
Wheels
1
2
15
2
4
20
3
6
25
m
m

Bags
3
4
5

Write an expression for the sequence in the table.
5.

Position

1

2

3

4

5

Value of Term

3

4

5

6

7

n

6. What is the value of the term in position 6 in Exercise 5? _________________.

2-21
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Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class __________________
LESSON

4

Integers and Rational Numbers
Practice A: Multiplying and Dividing Integers

Find each product.
1. 6 • (1)

2. 4 • 2

3. 3 • (4)

4. 2 • 8

5. 5 • (7)

6. 7 • 9

7. 8 • 4

8. 3 • (5)

9. 5 • (5)

10. 8 • (4)

11. 7 • (6)

12. 9 • (8)

14. 4 • (5)

15. 6 • 3

16. 7 • (7)

17. 12 y (4)

18. 15 y (3)

19. 20 y 5

20. 27 y (9)

21. 45 y (5)

22. 18 y 9

23. 24 y (4)

24. 32 y 4

25. 21 y 3

26. 36 y (4)

27. 16 y (4)

28. 56 y 8

29. 42 y 7

30. 30 y (6)

31. 27 y 9

32. 25 y 0

13. 1 • (7)
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Find each quotient.

33. Jenny was walking down a wooded path. For 4 minutes, the
elevation dropped uniformly. Altogether it dropped 12 feet. What
was the change in elevation during the first minute?

34. As a cold front passed, the temperature dropped steadily
2 degrees each hour. It dropped a total of 10 degrees. How
many hours did it take for the temperature to drop this far?

2-29
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Name ________________________________________ Date __________________ Class__________________
LESSON

6

Rational Numbers
Practice A: Solving Two-Step Equations

Describe the operation performed on both sides of the equation
in steps 2 and 4.
1.

3x  2

11

2.

x
1
4

2

4

3x

9

3x
3

9
3

x
 1  1 2  1
4
x
1
4
§x·
4 ¨ ¸ 4(1)
©4¹

x

3

x

3x  2  2

11  2

Solve.
3. 2x  3

9

4.

x
1
3

5

5. 3a  4

7. 5y  2

28

8. 2x  7

7

9.

w2
5

x2
2

3

10. 2r  1

1

7

1

6.
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Write and solve a two-step equation to answer the question.
11. Pearson rented a moving van for 1 day. The total rental charge is
$66.00. A daily rental costs $45.00 plus $0.25 per mile. How
many miles did he drive the van?

1-51

Holt McDougal Mathematics

Get Out Your Binoculars—Birds Are
Making Their Annual Trek North

Point Reyes National Seashore is one of the best birding spots in the country, boasting nearly 500 species. (Macduff
Everton/Corbis/Fred Bavendam/Minden Pictures/Corbis)

Daffodils, cherry blossoms and tulips aren't the only things brightening up the
thawing landscape now that spring is nearly here. Spring begins March 19. Right now,
dozens of species of birds have left their winter homes in the south. They are embarking
on their annual journey north. It is part of spring migration. In the coming weeks, even
more will spread their wings. And they will follow the same route their ancestors did.
Spring is a particularly wonderful time for bird watching. This is according to
Timothy Guida. He is a research technician at the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center.
He spoke with Smithsonian.com. "During the spring, the males have on their beautiful
plumage to attract mates," he says. "So you'll see birds at their most vibrant."
Another bonus to spring migration is that it occurs as a mass movement. It takes
place over a shorter timeframe than its fall counterpart. That is because birds are
anxious to reach their breeding grounds and begin mating.

"During the fall, the timespan for migration is much broader, since birds typically
start leaving once the temperature drops and there's a lack of food," says Guida. "But in
the spring, you'll see more of a blitz over the span of several weeks. Timing is more
imperative for birds to begin reproducing and raising young."
Birds already on their epic odyssey include pectoral sandpipers, great egrets,
ospreys, western kingbirds, scissor-tailed flycatchers and brown thrashers. This is
according to a report published by BirdCast. It is a subsection of The Cornell Lab of
Ornithology. And birds aren't the only species in migration mode. Monarch butterflies
are also leaving their winter homes for the north. With all the diversity to be seen among
spring migrators, you might worry about how to make the most of your bird watching
outing.
"My advice is to not stress out by trying to see everything at once. But instead,
focus on one or two species and see if you can identify them," Guida says. "I think
people know more about birds than they realize. By comparing the birds you're seeing
to the ones you already know, you can start piecing everything together by color or size
and develop birding skills that way."

Questions:

1. On what day of the year did Spring start in 2020?

2. What university is BirdCast connected with?

3. What is the central idea of this article?

4. Why do you think spring is such an active time of year for birds? Explain your answer
with at least 2 reasons.

The Apple Annihalator

Challenge:
Create an Apple Annihilator that will act like a bowling ball to push over school supplies.

Criteria:

Your project must…
1.

be able to knock down as many markers (or other school supply) in one shot.

2. Hold the apple at least 2 inches about the surface.
Constraints…
1. Apple may not be pierced or punctured
2. You can only use the materials listed in the materials box
3. When releasing the apple, you cannot be holding on to the project at all
4. After launch, the launcher must remain standing.
5. You get 1 point per pin knocked over during your launch.

Materials

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Set of 10 Markers or highlighters
○ Markers will be used like bowling pins, so must stand on their own Crayola or broad
highlighters work well. Pencils will work but are harder to stand up.
Apple (1)
Pocket folder or large piece of cardboard to use as a building surface
Small or medium binder clips (1 – 2)
Unsharpened pencils (4 – 6, up to 16 if used as pins)
Tape (24 – 36 in.)
String or yarn (36 – 48 in.) You can cut plastic strips out of a plastic grocery bag if you do
not have string at home.
Ruler
Scissors

Optional

• Cardboard boxes, tubes, or scraps
• Craft sticks
• Pipe cleaners
• Dowels

Procedures:
1. Use paper towel tubes, boxes, or any other supply to create the support for your
launcher.
2. String up your apple to tie onto the launcher. You can design this however you want.
Just remember, you cannot pierce or puncture the apple.
3. Tie the apple to your launcher.
4. Pull the apple back and release to knock down your pins
5. Count the number of pins knocked down to get your score.

Design 1:

Draw initial design below. Make sure to label the material and the dimensions in your
design. (ex. String-8 inches long).

Data:
After your test, how did your launcher do? How many pins were knocked over?

Design 2:
Think about how to make your design better. Do you need different materials? Do you
need to change how your launcher is anchored? Do you need to release the apple at a
different angle? Draw and label your second design below.

Conclusion:
How well did your first design work? What did you change in your design? Why did you
choose those changes? Did it help your design? If you were to continue to modify your
design, how would you change it? Answer these questions in a conclusion below.

Social Studies Enrichment: Economics
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40
Head to Social Studies Power and search for: Economy
Select: “What is an Economy?”
https://www.worldbookonline.com/socialstudiespower/lesson?lessonid=geo1-whateconom841206

Take the Pre-Assessment and then click around on this site to learn what an Economy
is. Take the Post-Assessment and see if you can beat your score!
How is the current coronavirus pandemic affecting our economy in the United States?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What is something that can be done now to help the U.S. economy? What is something
that can be done after the pandemic ends, that can help the economy?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Differentiation and Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 6-8
Select at least two activities per week as an extension to your learning. Better yet, make it a Tic-Tac-Toe
and do three! The choice is up to you!
ENGINEERING
The steepest rollercoaster in the
world is in located in Japan. It
propels riders up a 90 incline and
drops them at a 121 degree angle!
Design your own roller coaster.
Draw it out on paper. If you have a
ruler, challenge yourself to draw it
to scale (For example, 1inch=10ft.)
Use the resources on the following
pages to help you draw your
creation. When you are finished,
measure the angles of each drop.

WORD GAMES
Palindromes are words that are
spelled the same no matter
whether you go from left to right
or right to left. For example; a
girl’s name – HANNAH.
How many of the palindromes can
you solve in the attached
worksheet? Can you create your
own? What about a palindrome
sentence?

ART AND MUSIC
Feeling inspired to play some
music? Did you know that you can
build your own musical instrument
from objects in your home?
Follow the simple instructions to
make your own water scale and
water harp. Then see if you can
create your own melody. There is a
science twist here – the vibration
of the glasses is what produces the
sound.

SCIENCE

WRITING

SOCIAL STUDIES

Get outside and observe the night
sky! Though we live in the city,
there are still a number of celestial
objects that can be observed from
our own neighborhoods.

Was there a story that you wish
ended a different way? Now’s your
chance to give those main
characters the ending that they
deserve. Rewrite the ending of a
story so that it resolves with a
different outcome.

The US Federal Government owns
about 650 million acres of land, or
32% of all land. They own 84.5% of
Nevada, 69.1% of Alaska, and
57.4% of Utah. On the other hand,
this also includes owning 0.4% of
Connecticut, 0.4% of Rhode Island
and 0.8% of Iowa. This land is
called “public land” and the
majority is used as national and
state park and other parts are used
for grazing cattle or sheep. Do you
think it could be a pro or con that
the government owns this land?
Explain your viewpoint.

Use the directions on the following
pages to build your own sextant for
measuring the angle of objects in
the sky. Then us the April
astronomy guide to locate stars
and planets that will be visible this
month. Happy Hunting!

Want to take it further? Write an
explanation of why the story’s
ending needed to be revised and
support the claim that your ending
is better.

MATH

READING

The Subway restaurant chain
claims that there are over
2,000,000 combinations of
sandwiches that you can order.
Use a Subway menu and what you
know about combinations to prove
or disprove their claim.

Do you have a favorite author?
What do you know about them?
Take some time to research that
author and answer some
questions. Where are they from?
Why did they become a writer?
When did they start writing? What
subjects do they like to write
about? Do they have any new titles
coming out soon?

Write a short paragraph to explain
your analysis.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Ready to do some puzzling? Use
the Logic Table to figure out the
answer to the “Apples to Apples”
and “Dinosaur” problems.

Click here for the resources described above.

6-8th Grade Related Arts Enrichment - Packet 6
Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity from the choices below:
Choice 1:
Where would you put these works of art? Let's
imagine that you're a very eccentric and wealthy
art collector, and you want to collect art that
reflects your unique vision and ideas. What
would you buy and collect? You want something
daring! We have a few ideas for you, but we ask
the question that all art gallery visitors are probably wondering: where
are you going to put these things?

Choice 1:
Introducing
Remixing – A Quick
Start: Incredibox is a
free interactive website. Its lots of fun and great
to use as an introduction to arranging or
remixing. Plan a “performance” of the Incredibox
dudes which demonstrates a variety of arranging
decisions. They can then record your own remix
by clicking the record button at top left. This blog
post walks you through the basics.

Choice 2:
Learn how to fold
paper cranes
Easy Origami
Crane
Instructions

Choice 2:
Movie Soundtracks: Find a short
video (one minute or less is ideal)
and synchronize sound to visuals.
Add sound effects to match action
on-screen and then create mood
music to match the scene.
Software like GarageBand or
Mixcraft is ideal since it allows you
to import a video and create the
soundtrack while watching the
video.

Choice 1:
Stay fit and calm at home.
Aaptiv, the #1 audio app,
curated their best
meditation, yoga, sleep,
and cardio classes.
Available on Apple Podcasts thru May 31. Pick one
each day and take a free class.

Choice 2:
Avengers workout
video
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=jyWyB
ern6q4

Choice 1:
How Healthy Are You?
Download a free tracking app to record
nutrition and steps/activity. Keep track for a
week. What do you notice about your
activity? What Do you notice about your food
choices? Are you going to make any changes to be a healthier you?

Choice 3:
Create a sand
art painting
with or without
zombies!
https://artsolog
y.com/sand_pa
inting.php

Choice 3:
Play piano online!
https://pianu.com/

Choice 3:
(print) As a family design
your own fitness game
following these steps
https://docs.google.com/docu
ment/d/1ks4UUW5yKrF0dCP
A4GNCgIGgsjM4NwF2XEIw
XvfxzpM/edit

Choice 2:
100 Years of
Flight Your
mission is to
build a plane!

Choice 3:
Use your hand as
a battery
https://www.explo
ratorium.edu/snac
ks/hand-battery

Band:
Here's 3 links for Band:
●
●
●

Keep up your Music Theory by playing these interactive music theory games!
○ https://www.classicsforkids.com/games.html
Keep learning about Awesome Musical Composers! https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers.html
Compose your own music to practice! https://www.classicsforkids.com/music.html

6th
Translating Between Tables
and Expressions

Week 6 Math
Answer Key

7th
Multiplying and Dividing Integers

8th
Solving Two-Step Equations

Key
Name: ______________________________

Clues to Meaning: Root Words
A root word is a word that can be made into new words. We make these new words by
adding letters to the front of a root word, called a prefix. We can also make new words by
adding letters to the end of a root word. We call these letters a suffix.
A root word can help us understand the meaning of a word we don’t know. If we know
what the root word means, then we have a clue to what the unknown word means.
Example:
Whole word

Root word

Meaning of root word

disconnection

connect

join or attach

For each word below, write the root word, its meaning, and a
possible meaning of the whole word.
Whole word		

Root word				

Meaning of root word

1. popularity		

Student’s answers will vary
popular
__________________________
__________________________

2. renewal		

renew or new
__________________________
__________________________

3. multiplication

multiply
__________________________
__________________________

4. unexpectedly

expect
__________________________ __________________________

5. believablity

believe
__________________________ __________________________

6. disagreeable

agree
__________________________ __________________________

7. triangular		

triangle
__________________________ __________________________

character
8. characterization __________________________ __________________________

9. revolution		

revolt
__________________________ __________________________

appear
10. disappearance __________________________ __________________________
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Key
Name: ___________________________

Q

Quotation Marks: Quotations Within Quotations

uotation marks signal that the words between the marks are the real words said by the
speaker. Sometimes the speaker may also be quoting someone. When that happens, the
second quotation is marked with single quotation marks.

“ ‘’ ”

Example 1:
Liam said, “Beth told me ‘I’ll be late’ when I saw her yesterday.”
Single quotation marks are also used if the quotation mentions a title of a story, poem, song, or
other title that would usually be put in double quotation marks.
Example 2:
“My favorite fairy tale is ‘The Three Bears,’” said Jeff.
Notice that in Example 2 the single and double quotation marks appear together at the end of the
quotation.
Rewrite each of the sentences below to add both double and single quotation marks.
1. Grace’s mother told us, My grandmother’s advice was Always be kind and I try to do that.
Grace’s mother told us, “My grandmother’s advice was ‘Always be kind’ and I
try to do that.”
2. I’ll read the first graders my poem Waterfall after school, Mrs. Simpson said.
“I’ll read the first graders my poem ‘Waterfall’ after school,” Mrs. Simpson said.

3. Todd told me, Our practice is on Friday this week, said Kevin.
“Todd told me, ‘Our practice is on Friday this week,’” said Kevin.

4. Her class sang Happy Birthday to Elise, commented Bella.
“Her class sang ‘Happy Birthday’ to Elise,” commented Bella.

5. The coach remarked, It’s all right if you want to yell Hooray!
The coach remarked, “It’s all right if you want to yell ‘Hooray!’”
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Key
Name: ___________________________

Spelling: What’s Wrong, and What’s Right?
Some of the words below have been misspelled; some are correct. Write the correct spelling of each
word in the blank.

probably
1. probabley _ _________________________

science
11. science ____________________________

equipment
2. equpment _ _________________________

strength
12. strenth ____________________________

foreign
3. foreign _____________________________

immediately
13. immeditately________________________

business
4. busness ____________________________

muscle
14. muscle ____________________________

embarrass
5. embarass ___________________________

occasionally
15. occaisonally _ ______________________

ninety
6. ninety _ ____________________________

guarantee
16. guarante __________________________

description
7. discription __________________________

commitment
17. commitment _ ______________________

accept
8. accept _____________________________

truly
18. truely _____________________________

generally
9. generaly ____________________________

excellent
19. excellant __________________________

Wednesday
10. Wenesday __________________________

separate
20. seperate ___________________________
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Key
Name: ___________________________

Correcting Mistakes
in Sentences
Each of the sentences below have mistakes in them. There may be spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, or grammar errors. Rewrite each sentence so that it is correct.
Student’s answers may vary; examples of correct answers:

1. If Janie calls tonite, tell them I’m not home.
If Janie calls tonight, tell her I’m not home.

2. Not for the world woud I go to the top of the Brooklyn bridge.
Not for the world would I go to the top of the Brooklyn Bridge.

3. He run quick to secon base.
He ran quickly to second base.

4. Noone wanted too be with he at luch.
No one wanted to be with him at lunch.

5. The horse had jump over the streem when the wolve catched it.
The horse had jumped over the stream when the wolf caught it.

6. Chilren should listen to her parents like his sister done.
Children should listen to their parents like his sister did.

7. Its not importent what people looks like, its how he acts.
It’s not important what people look like, it’s how they act.

8. Lance’s parents decided that he could go but he could only stay an hour.
Lance’s parents decided that he could go, but he could only stay an hour.
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Answer Keys
Answers to last week’s word games:
Easy: 1. nap/pan 2. horse/shore 3. bread/beard 4. gallery/allergy 5. leap/pale 6. Wolf/flow
7. paws/wasp 8. sink/skin 9. leapt/plate 10. lemon/melon
Hard: 1. steal/stale 2.enlarge/general 3.stain/saint 4.heart/earth 5.shape/phase 6.alert/alter
7.tables/stable 8.salt/last 9.sliver/silver 10.won/own
Answers to last week’s problem solving riddle:
Place the apple on one person's head.

Palindrome Answers
Exercise 1

9. Gag

Phrases

1. Eye

10. Kayak

1. No garden one

2. Ewe

11. Mom

dragon

3. Noon

12. Nun

2. Nurses run

4. Radar

13. Abba

3. A Santa at NASA.

5. Madam

14. Gig

4. Rats live on no evil

6. Level
7. Bib

star.
5. Enid and Edna dine.

8. Eve

ANSWERS REBUS ROUNDUP 1. Split decision 2. Middle age 3. One after another 4. Editor in chief 5. Tea
for two 6. Bigger and better 7. Tennessee 8. Moral support 9. Forget it 10. Small talk 11. Cross breed 12.
Half-hearted 13. Mixed metaphor 14. Sideshow 15. Travel overseas 16. Top secret 17. Painless operation
18. Get up and go 19. Small talk 20. Jack in the box

